In this paper we study the stochastic optimal (LQ) tracking problems with preview for linear discrete-time Markovian jump systems by output feedback. The systems are described by the discrete-time switching systems with Markovian mode transition and it is assume that each mode is known. We introduce two types of coupled difference equations to design the output feedback controller. Correspondingly feedforward compensators introducing future information are given by coupled difference equations with terminal conditions. Finally we give numerical examples.
INTRODUCTION
In order to design tracking control systems for a class of systems with rapid or abrupt changes, it is effective in improving tracking performance to construct preview control systems considering future information of reference signals.
It is well known that, for the design of tracking control systems, the preview information of reference signals is very useful for improving the performance of the closedloop systems, and recently much work has been done for preview control systems ( [3, 7-10, 13-18, 20, 22, 23] ).
Particularly, U. Shaked and C. E. de Souza ([23] ) have studied the H ∞ tracking control theory with preview for continuous-time linear time-varying systems by a game theoretic approach, and, moreover, A. Cohen and U. Shaked ([3] ) have also extended their theory for discrete-time linear systems. Recently the author has extended their theory to linear jump systems ( [17, 18] ). It is also very important to consider effects of stochastic noise or uncertainties for tracking control systems, and so, by Gershon et al, the theory of stochastic H ∞ tracking with preview has been presented for linear continuousand discrete-time systems respectively ( [7, 8] ). Moreover tracking problem with preview for systems with mode transition is very important issue to research ( [13-16, 19, 20, 22] ). Actually various rapid or abrupt changes can be caused for a class of control systems and by their phenomena it is difficult to construct tracking control systems well.
Markovian jump systems ( [1, 2, 4-6, 11, 12, 24] ) have abrupt random mode changes in their dynamics. The mode changes follow Markov processes. Such systems may be found in the area of power systems, manufacturing systems, communications, aerospace systems, financial engineering and so on. Such systems are classified into continuous-time ( [1, 12, 24] ) and discrete-time ( [2, [4] [5] [6] 11] ) systems, and the optimal control theory has been presented for each of these systems respectively ( [2, 4, 5, 12] ).
In this paper we study the stochastic optimal (LQ) tracking problems with preview by output feedback for linear discrete-time Markovian jump systems on the finite time interval. The author has presented the LQ ( [13] ), stochastic LQ ( [19, 20] ) and H ∞ ( [14, 15] ) tracking theory with preview by state feedback for both of linear continuous-and discrete-time Markovian jump systems, where both of the system states and mode states are fully observable. To the contrary, in this paper, we consider the case that the mode states are known but the system states are partially observable for a class of discrete-time systems. The systems are described by the discrete-time switching systems with Markovian mode transition and stochastic noise. We mainly consider tracking problems where information of reference signals is known a priori until fixed-preview lengths ahead and give control strategies for state feedback problem and output feedback problem respectively. Output dynamic controller is given by using two types of coupled Riccati difference equations. Namely a feedback controller gain is design by using one type of coupled Riccati difference equations with terminal conditions and a filter gain is design by using another type of coupled Riccati difference equations with initial conditions. Correspondingly compensators introducing future information are coupled with each other. It is our very important research result in this paper.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let (Ω, F , P) be a probability space and, on this space, consider the following linear discrete-time timevarying system with reference signal and Markovian mode transition.
r d is known or measurable reference signal and y ∈ R k is the measured output. x 0 is an unknown initial state with a given distribution and i 0 is a given initial mode.
{m(k)} is a Markov process taking values on the finite set φ = {1, 2, · · · , N * } with the following transition probabilities:
where p d,ij (k) ≥ 0 is also the transition rate at the jump instant from the state i to j, i � = j, and
be the transition probability matrix. We assume that all these matrices are of compatible dimensions. Throughout this paper the dependence of the matrices on k will be omitted for the sake of notation simplification.
For this system (1), we assume the following conditions.
The optimal tracking problems we address in this section for the system (1) are to design control laws
, using the information available on the known part of the reference signal r d (·) and minimizing the sum of the energy of z d (k), for the given initial mode i 0 and the given distribution of x 0 . Considering the stochastic mode transitions and the average of the performance indices over the statistics of the unknown part of r d , we define the following performance index.
ER k means the expectation overR k+h , h is the preview length of r d (k), andR k denotes the future information on r d at the current time k, i.e.,
Now we formulate the following optimal fixedpreview tracking problems for the system (1) and the performance index (2) . In these problems, it is assumed that, at the current time
The Stochastic Optimal Tracking Problem by State Feedback:
Consider the system (1) and the performance index (2), and assume the conditions A1, A2 and A3. Then, find {u * d } minimizing the performance index (2) where the control strategy u * (2) where the control strategy u *
DESIGN OF TRACKING CONTROLLERS BY STATE FEEDBACK
Now we consider the coupled Riccati difference equa-
where
and the following scalar coupled difference equations.
Remark 1: Note that these coupled Riccati difference equations are the same as ones for the standard stochastic linear quadratic (LQ) optimization problem of linear discrete-time Markovian jump systems without considering any exogeneous reference signals nor any preview information ([2][5]).
We obtain the following necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the stochastic optimal tracking problem by state feedback and an optimal control strategy for it.
Theorem 1: Consider the system (1) and the performance index (2) . Suppose A1, A2 and A3. Then the Stochastic Optimal Tracking Problem by State Feedback for (1) and (2) 
and α i (N ) = 0 such that the coupled Riccati equations (3) and and the coupled scalar equations (4) hold over [0, N] . Moreover an optimal control strategy for our tracking problem (1) and (2) is given by
. Moreover, the optimal value of the performance index is
(Proof of Theorem 1)
See [20] . We can also obtain the pair of the control strategy and the preview compensator dynamics by calculating the first variation of
where λ m(k) is the Lagrange multiplier and Ω m(k) is the dynamics constraint 
OUTPUT FEEDBACK CASE
In this section, we first assume the following conditions.
and the coupled difference equations (3) and (4), we can rewrite the performance index as follows:
and the dynamics can be written as follows:
For this plant dynamics, consider the controller
where M m(k) is the controller gain to decide later, using the solution of another coupled Riccati difference equations introduced below. Define the error variable e(k) := x(k) −x e (k) and the error dynamics is as follows:
Note that this error dynamics does not depend on the exogenous inputs u d nor r d . Our objective is to design the controller gain M m(k) which minimizes
Now we consider the following coupled Riccati difference equations ( [2, 4] ). 
and then we can show
From all these (orthogonality) results, as the case of r d (·) ≡ 0, using the solutions of the coupled difference Riccati equations, it can be shown that the gain M m(k) minimizing J dT is decided as follows (cf. [2, 4] ):
Finally the following theorem, which gives the solution of the output feedback problem, holds.
Theorem 2: Consider the system (1) and the performance index (2) . Suppose A1, A2, A3 and A4. Then an optimal control strategy which, gives the solution of the Stochastic Optimal Tracking Problem by Output Feedback for (1) and (2) is given by the dynamic controller (8) with the gains (10) using the solu-
* of the coupled Riccati difference equations (3) with the terminal conditions
, and using the solutions
* of the another coupled Riccati difference equations (9) with the initial conditions 
Note that the second and third terms in the right hand side do not depend on the input u d . Then we obtain
Therefore minimizing (11) is equivalent to minimizing � N k=1 ER k {�ẑ e (k)� 2 } subject to the dynamicŝ
where 
Note that the term
−M m(k) (k)ν(k) plays the same role as the "noise" term G d,m(k) (k)ω d (k) of
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we study numerical examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented H ∞ preview tracking design theory.
We consider the following two mode systems and assume that the system parameters are as follows.(cf. [3, 23] )
Then we introduce the following objective function.
By the term B 3d r d (k), the tracking performance can be expected to be improved as [3] [23].
We consider the whole system (12) with mode transition rate P d over the time interval k ∈ [0, 100]. For this system (12) with the rate matrix P d , we apply the results of the optimal tracking design theory for r d (k) = 0.5 sin(πk/20) and r d (k) = 0.5 sin(πk/100) with various step lengths of preview, and show the simulation 
, of the tracking errors are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) and it is clear the tracking error decreases as increasing the preview steps by these figures.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have presented the stochastic linear quadratic (LQ) optimal tracking control theory considering the preview information by state feedback and output feedback for the linear discrete-time Markovian jump systems, which are a class of stochastic switching systems, and verified the effectiveness of our design theory by numerical examples. The compensators introducing the preview information of the reference signal are coupled with each other. We have considered both of the cases of full and partial observation of the state. However, in these cases, we consider the situations that the switching modes are observable over all time interval. The construction of the design theory for the case that the switching modes are unknown is a very important further research issue.
The preview tracking design method of the discretetime systems in this paper has the advantage that the (coupled) preview compensator can be driven fast close to the real time processings. However in this case the intermediate (continuous) information of the plant models and reference signals between the sampling points is ignored. In this sense, this design method can be said a rough method. To the contrary, although the preview tracking control design method for Markovian jump systems with impulsive effects consider both of the continuous parts and discrete parts of some plant models and reference signals (a careful method), much time is spent for the drive of the coupled preview compensators, which has been verified in ( [21] ). The development of some effective algorithms for the drive of the preview compensators is also a very important reseach issue to tackle from now on.
